The book takes the reader from a Ukrainian peasant girl to a Romanian diva named La Draculetta; from Chechnya to Caryl Churchill's depiction of pre-postCommunist Romania; from images of the Eastern-European woman in Jez Butterworth's 2001 film, Birthday Girl, to Robert Musil's and Bernard Schlink's portraits of Eastern-European women. Controversial and diverse, the collection delivers what the editors promise: ''The plurality of female voices of this . . . collection (Bulgarian, Jewish, Romanian, Russian, Polish, Ukrainian), offers in itself a miniature kaleidoscope / collage of ethnic, cultural, and other differences, and calls for more diversified representations of East European women in western culture'' (18).
Collectively the assembled pieces can be seen as a first lifting of the iron curtain of myth that has hidden these iconic women from the gaze of the Western world and kept them mythical, a lifting that reveals a world that in many ways paralleled the West, was fortified against it, and in the end diversified and strengthened by it. I myself lived under the Communist regime that Ceauseşcu led in Romania in the mid 1970's, and I felt there what each essay tries to reveal to someone who has not experienced it. This collection, in its destruction of old assumptions, stereotypes, and myths, takes its own voice, as Edward Said's put it, and shouts its existence.
It is à propos to conclude with a commentary by Edward Said (1978), which resonates throughout the current anthology. The commentary is cited by Agnieszka Tuszynska in her piece in Glajar and Radulescu's book (203 Sharon Grady's book, unlike major texts that capitalize on the exploding demand for books on multicultural education, introduces the reader to the theory and practice of classroom drama and theater for youth from a pluralistic perspective; that is, how people build their identities and how one can help them acknowledge them. According to Grady, the need for a ''pluralistic practice'' in the drama classroom is a necessary step in theater education that will structure works in ways that will help students reflect on issues related to difference. Through dramatic situations, Grady maps out how to implement a pluralistic practice throughout a constellation of five distinct theoretical frameworks that deal with the concept of difference: ethnographic, multicultural, postcolonial, feminist, and disability theory. Each chapter presents a theorized story that graphically assesses the various possible misunderstandings that may result from the many cultural assumptions between teachers (adults) and students. Grady shows how improvisational drama and other dramatic techniques such as pantomime become tools for engaging students and teachers in a quest for understanding of such matters as bias, discrimination and racism. Each chapter carefully interweaves an activity to be practiced in the classroom with a theoretically embedded story and targets a particular audience. Grady also makes certain to include in her ''pluralistic methodology'' general guidelines that pertain to how to build a session: the material needed, the procedure that the teacher should adopt, and the body of students involved.
